Inversion polymorphism and extra bristles in Indian natural populations of Drosophila ananassae: joint variation.
Five Indian natural populations of Drosophila ananassae were analysed for chromosome inversions and the presence of individuals with extra scutellar bristles in the F1 progeny of isofemale lines initiated from naturally impregnated females. Three commonly occurring inversions were found in these populations with varying frequencies as was the number of individuals with extra bristles (e.b.). Female individuals were more often found to carry extra scutellar bristles than were males. This result reveals that polygenic loci responsible for the determination of e.b. are widespread in Indian natural populations of D. ananassae. A significant positive correlation between the inversion frequency and the number of individuals with e.b. was detected in the isofemale lines of all the five populations. The 2L inversion, alpha, was found to be closely associated with individuals with the e.b. phenotype. The observed results are compared with earlier results obtained for D. melanogaster. The association of the alpha inversion with the e.b. phenotype is discussed in relation to chromosomal evolution in the melanogaster species group.